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News: This new moon message seems to have the same message as
last month. Perhaps the only solution is Presence… So scary to the
ego. For in Presence, it loses its control. Ah, me….
And so the challenge of evolution continues. The challenge to stay
open while monitoring our judgements. The challenge of truly
listening to others who see the world differently and on and on…
The next turn on the Celtic Wheel is the Lughnasadh, the First Harvest. We
will celebrate on my back deck, July 30 at 5PM. If you are not on the of cial
guest list, let me know your interest and I will send you an invite. (-:

Carolyn Ayres
My Joy is the exploration of
the Tarot with others, that we,
together, may discover our
Paths of Light. It is my hope
that as we All come more into
our own Light that others will
be attracted by its loving pull
of possibility. In this way we
all become agents of change.
We can then take the

Until then, appreciate and celebrate the Light!
Be Well in Body and Spirit and…
Enjoy the New Moon Tribal Message for all of you in
the Soul Collective of my email list.
I encourage you to use the questions I created from the
New Moon Reading for your own Tarot reading.
Discover your individual contribution to the whole.

responsibility of creating a
new paradigm of Love, Peace
and Abundance for All.

Classes, Events, Private Sessions ~ All Levels Welcome!
Tarot As an
Evolutionary Path
Classes are closed until
January of 2023!

707-442-4240

Tarot on the Tree
of Life

Tarot Readings

Classes are all full
at this time.
Openings again in
2023

Inner Integration Counseling

and
Available on Zoom or in the Garden
Studio inEureka

carolyn@tarotofbecoming.com
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Message for the New Moon
June 2022
The intensity of the ux of energy on the planet at this time is great.
Your reality is truly very challenging even as the energetic ebb and
ow enlarges your perspective. Perhaps the greatest challenge is
holding your center even as you are pulled sideways. Even as you are
drawn ever deeper into your psyches.
As you are pulled within, are you shocked by what you nd? As you
witness humanity's reactions to events, are you appalled? Lift
yourselves above the fray. See the whole picture expand on a galactic
level and understand the evolutionary impulse of the Universe itself.
Understand you are all part of something far greater than the
personhood you all cling to.
Sit and Lift your energy into your vast Being whose compassion and Love override it all. Stand in
alignment with your vastness. Do not be cowed by the events of linear time. Lift to a higher
vibration, for as you know, it is all vibratory.
What you are witnessing is a compacting of energy, a very low vibration. When you feel hate,
intense judgment, anger, your energy compacts. Bring yourselves out of the cutches of bias and
judgment and expand your vision of what is possible. Yes, the happenings on the planet are beyond
comprehension, for you are having an intense evolutionary leap. Yes, there is purpose in duality
stretched to its extremes.
How to navigate these extremes of duality? Come to your
center. Feel the pushing and pulling of Feeling. This is not about
rigidity. This is about feeling it all. The uidity of feeling, without
getting stuck in opinion, grief or rage…
As you all know, when you nd your center, when you relax into
your greater Being, you see much more clearly, And, what else
begins to emerge? Love Love for the process. Compassion
Compassion for yourself and all humanity as it struggles to
emerge from an old paradigm.
Be an observer of your self and others. Notice how Fear is the
driving force. Notice how Fear limits solutions, how Fear limits
the Joy of the present moment, how Fear keeps you small, how
Fear sti es your imagination. You will nd solutions. You will nd
ways to navigate and nd Joy in this process. Trust Trust who
and what you are. Lift yourselves up daily. Allow a brand new
perspective of possibilities that cannot found in Fear.
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New Moon Reading Questions
I ask what We, as a collective of souls, can learn from the message I received

Reading for the Tribe for the New Moon
of June 2022
Card One
What is the vibrational level of the Tribe of this email list at this time?

Card Two
What card represents our Fear at this time?
Card Three
How to “navigate these extremes of duality,” the ow of Feelings?

Card Four
When we observe from our center, from Presence, what emerges?
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Card Two
What card represents our Fear at this time?
The Tarot Fives, when placed on the Tree of Life, are
always challenging. The Fives feel destructive after the
stability of the Fours but the purpose is manifestation,
evolution. With the Five of Cups, we have the challenge of
giving over to our Feelings. The Fives are a card of grief
and disappointment. The feeling may be that we have been
abandoned. How can Universal energy be Love when
everything seems to be falling apart? Our Fear may be that
we have lost our purpose, that we won’t make it, that we
are not Loved, that will not come to Love, that we will
disappoint ourselves and each other with our inaction and
self centered entitlement. But, look in the mud of this
card. A butter y is emerging. Out of all of this loss and
destruction, something is emerging… Have Faith
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Card Three
How to “navigate these extremes of duality,”
the ow of Feelings?
The Prince, or Knight of Cups in other decks, is the
perfect navigator of Feelings. Prince/Knights are
warriors of the heart, representing our Soul Selves which
Feel No Fear. The Tarot Cups symbolize pure Feeling
and this PrinceKnight, as a soul, is so focused on
transformation, symbolized by the snake in the cup, that
they allow themselves to be taken straight down into
their depths. Water symbolizes deep consciousness, the
waters of Feeling whose foundation is Love. This is the
dissolution into our Greater Being of Love. Love which
brings us all the extremes of Feeling, Joy and Despair.
So as the message says: Come to Presence and Feel it
All!

Card Four
When we observe from our center, from Presence,
what emerges?
The Ten of Swords is the destruction of the reality our minds
create for us. This mind set is usually false as it was created
for protection. Now notice the center of this card, a small
radiating heart. So if we can come to Presence away from our
minds, what emerges? Love emerges from the ruins of our
mind’s idea of what is right and wrong. This card is literally
the “ruin” of what we “thought” was real.
So, as we struggle with the Greater Will for Change, Five of
Wands, we are in Fear and despair for what we have wrought,
Five of Cups. We are now asked to dissolve what we thought
was reality and let the Heart of our Soul Selves lead,
PrinceKnight of Cups, Ten of Swords. We are being asked
to surrender to seeming destruction that we might nd our
hearts and our ability to love one another once more.
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Now it’s your turn.
Do this month’s reading for yourself to see
where you, as an individual, can contribute
to the whole.
As always I welcome your
ideas, questions and comments.

Carolyn Ayres
website:
www.tarotofbecoming.com
email:
carolyn@tarotofbecoming.com
www.facebook.com/Tarot-of-Becoming

707-442-4240
The Tarot cards featured in the Tarot of Becoming newsletter
can be purchased here:
The Star Deck
www.cathymcclelland.com
The Thoth Deck
www.amazon.com
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